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Checkmate Violence Initiative  
‘promoting unity, strategy and non-violence’ 

 
Today’s children are exposed to levels of personal and community stress unknown even a 
generation ago and they require a new skill set to safely maneuver through these crucial times 
in a child’s life.  Schools often lack the capacity to deal with our increasingly multicultural 
population; families are working harder than ever to simply survive, while young people lack 
attention from adults who can provide them with the guidance and support to live meaningful 
lives.  Renaissance Knights Chess Foundation’s (RKCF) Checkmate Violence Initiative addresses 
these needs by providing high quality programs that equip Chicago children with the skills they 
need to excel academically, intellectually and socially, while keeping them safe and active 
during out of school hours.  
 
The need for our program is great. An estimated 50,000 kids citywide spend between 20-25 
hours a week alone after school – with the most dangerous hours between 3 pm and 6 pm. 
These unsupervised young people are much more likely to be the victims of crime or become 
involved in risky behaviors. Recent youth violence in Chicago provides strong impetus for 
improving the lives of the city’s youth. 
 
The Checkmate Violence Initiative acknowledges the potential of our children rather than 
treating them as "problems" to be solved.  Through chess center programs we have witnessed 
over and over again remarkable transformations of children from positions of hopelessness, 
anger and self-destruction to positions of leadership, hope and empowerment.   
 
Numerous studies have shown children who learn chess develops critical thinking skills, builds 
self-esteem and discipline, discourages impulsive action, teaches good sportsmanship, fosters 
leadership, and empowers children to succeed while having a great time in the process.  The 
academic and social benefits to children who learn and play chess are well document.  Over 30 
countries have included chess as part of the curricula while recent news stories have 
highlighted how chess is being used to provide an alternative to violence and as a realistic 
alternative to turning to drugs and gangs in Philadelphia, PA [1]; Salinas, CA [2]; Grand Rapids, 
MI [3]; and London England [4].   
 
In a 1995 New York Times article [5] written about the Orr High School Chess team, team 
members credited chess with keeping them out of gangs, in school, given them a future and 
helping them go to college. Several of RKCF instructors grew up in Chicago and this is what 
they say about playing chess “Playing chess kept me out of gangs” - Isaiah Pettye; “All the 
people I know who played chess growing up, not one of them went to prison”  - Gene Scott. 
 



 

 

The Checkmate Violence Initiative will be implemented city-wide through strategic partnerships 
with community and governmental organizations coming together to address the need to bridge 
the educational divide, stop youth violence and keep kids in school, while teaching them 
fundamental skills that will help them make the right choices throughout their childhood, 
adolescence and on into young adulthood. 
 
The Checkmate Violence Initiative is divided into 6 key categories:  Chicago Youth Chess 
Challenge (School and Community Chess Programs), Chicago Youth Chess League 
(Tournaments), Special Events, High School Apprenticeships, Chess and Education Centers, and 
National/International Chess Competitions. 
 
Chicago Youth Chess Challenge 
RKCF will establish after-school chess clubs at schools, libraries, park districts, and community 
centers. These clubs will bring the academic benefit of chess to the children while providing 
them with positive social groups, goals and aspirations, and will allow disadvantaged children to 
expand their minds in a way that will alleviate social pressures in a safe environment.  
Additionally, RKCF will establish In-The-Classroom programs that will enrich and enhance the 
core curriculum by teaching chess to students as part of the school day.  
 
Chicago Youth Chess League 
The league will serve to unify the local chess clubs and provide them with chess competition for 
their teams.  Tournaments give participants an opportunity to test and showcase their skills in 
front of teachers, peers, and parents and serve as the motivation that encourages students to 
expect nothing less than mastery of the subject for them. In doing so, students develop their 
focus and concentration, deal with winning and losing in a safe environment, and experience 
the dynamics of teamwork.  Perhaps the most striking outcome, however, is how the challenge 
of chess competition swells the students' confidence and pride.  Chess tournaments have the 
added benefit of bring together kids from diverse socio-economic backgrounds, neighborhoods, 
races and ethnic groups to form a chess community of like-minded youth.   
 
Special Events 
RKCF will participate in and organize special events using chess to promote unity, strategy and 
non-violence.   We will continue to provide chess activities as part of the Taste of Chicago, the 
African Festival of the Arts, Mayor Daley’s Holiday Sports Festival, Chicago Toy and Game Fair 
and Teen Test Day as well as at other community events.   
 
High School Apprenticeships  
The program is designed to create opportunities for High School students in underserved 
communities.  Through this innovative program, Chicago High School students will develop 
important academic and life skills while training to teach younger children chess and officiate at 
tournaments. Participants will be taught the fundamentals of chess, and will be trained to teach 
chess to children and how to referee at tournaments.   
 
Small groups of participants will go teach chess to children at our school and community 
programs and officiate their games. Stipends are paid to recognize the value of their work, to 
show them that hard work gets rewarded in the workplace, and to encourage low-income 
teens--who would otherwise be obligated to work at low-wage, low-skill jobs--to participate. 
These teens then have the opportunity to work as interns at tournaments and at summer 
camps. Through participation in this program students will learn a wide variety of skills while 
they gain self-confidence and begin to view their future with optimism and excitement. 
 
 



 

 

Chess and Education Center 
RKCF will to open a Chess based community center in Chicago. This innovative center will be a 
national model for the role of chess in developing children's academic, intellectual & social skills 
and its use as an anti-violence tool.  The center will be able to accommodate at least three 
simultaneous after-school educational programs and have space for events and staff offices.  
This center will be our home base from where we will be able to spread our programs 
throughout the city. 
 
National and International Chess Competition 
By hosting National and International Chess Competitions in Chicago we will be given Chicago 
youth the opportunity to experience high quality competition.  Additionally, we will have the 
opportunity for some of the world’s most preeminent chess players and coaches visit our chess 
clubs and interact with the children.   
 
RKCF was founded in 2005 after it was discovered Chicago lacked a non-profit organization 
dedicated to bring the benefits of chess to at-risk and disadvantage children.  Over the past 5 
years RKCF has served over 6,000 students through our programs.  We are working hard to 
expand our programs to a comparable level with Philadelphia and New York City programs that 
each served over 4000 students a year – and we need your help!  Your support is crucial to 
make this a success.   
 
 

David Heiser 

David Heiser 
President 
  

 

NOTES 
[1]  Kriston Bethel, “Chess Tournament Discourages Violence”, The Temple News, May 9, 2008 

[2]  “Chess Used to Curb Gang Violence”, KSBW Action News, September 10, 2008;  
[3]  “Hip-Hop Chess Gets Kids Thinking, Off Streets”’ WOOD Channel 8 News, dated June 26, 2007;  

[4]  “The Troubled Teenagers Who've Swapped Gang Culture for Chess”, The Independent, October 6, 
2005;  

[5]  Don Terry, “Checkmate Bringing Escape to Teen-Agers” New York Times, April 16, 1995  
 

 

More find out more about this initiative or to see the referenced material please visit 
www.checkmateviolence.org  

 



 

 

 

Since March 2005, RKCF has achieved the following: 

� Served over 3000 Chicagoland youth during the past two years 

� Distributed over 750 chess sets to Chicagoland students & schools 

� Distributed over 310 chess to military members serving in the Middle East 

� Sponsored 6 CPS School/Community chess clubs and subsidized an additional 10  

� Taught after-school Chess Programs at 60+ schools 

� Sponsored chess pavilion at The Taste of Chicago,  

� Provided chess activities at Mayor Daley's Holiday Sports Festival 

� Sponsored a chess pavilion at The African Festival of the Arts,   

� Sponsored chess activities at Looptopia; America's first all night festival 

� Sponsored Chess activities as part of Chicago Department of Cultural ‘The art of Play’ 
summer of 2007 

� Sponsored a human chess match and chess activities at Harry Potter Book Release 
Festival 

� Sponsored free chess tournament for Chicago Public School Children at Henry Clay 
School 2007 

� Organized and ran the Irving Park Magnet Cluster Championship tournaments 2007 & 
2008 

� Established the first monthly series of chess tournaments in Chicagoland 

� Utilized chess as a fundraising events for victims of: Hurricane Katrina, the Malaysia 
Tsunami, the famine in Nigeria & more 

� Provided over 1000 free Chess Express Rating memberships 

� Serve as consultants to the Chicago Public Schools Sports Department  

� Organized and ran Chicago Public Schools Sports Department 2007 All Grade 
tournament, 2008 & 2009 K-8 Playoffs (North & South) and Championship Tournaments 

� Organized and ran North, South & West Summer Chess Camps for Chicago Public 
Schools in 2008 

 

 
 

 


